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The Concept of Questioning & Its Importance

"Question", as cited in the Oxfod Advance Learner's
Dictionary (1999), is a sentence that asts for infbrmation, a

maffer or an issug which is or needs to be settled. The art of
asking questions is one of the basic skills of good teaching.

Questioning is perhaps ooe of the most often used teaching
techniques, and as arguedby certain experts use of questions is
one of the most important of all teachingtechniques-

Questions play an important de fulteaching. Through the
art of thoughffirl questioning teachelrs can exffact not only
factuat information, but also help learners in conneeting
concepb, making inferences, increasing awarefless, encouraging
cxeative and imaginative thougfut, aiding critical thinking
processes, andgenerally helping learneru to explore deeper levels
of knowing, thinking, andunderstanding.

It can be used during a class to stimulate thinking, asses$

student progress, check on teacher clarity, motftmte shrdents,
maintain classroom control, provide repetition, emphasize key
points, and many 6s1g fhings. Well-phrased questions raised
timely can capture students' attention, arouse their euriosity,
focus upon important points or even ocfirpy a student's thoughts
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after class has ended. It reveais sfudent perceptions and
comprehension of the material, attitudes about the materials
and the level of experience with the topicbeing presented.

Questions teIl you tbat your students can understand al:id
think about what you say. If you begin to talk at higher speed,

students will stop understanding, thinking and will not ask
questions. Questions tell you whether your class is asleep or
awake. If eneouraged, students will ask questions about concept
they do not understand. These questions give you immediate
feedback when you are unclear, and tell you where you need to
spendmoretime.

Questions, at many times, reveal ,misconceptions and
misunderstandings that mustbe addressed for teachers tomove
student tbinking forward. In a classroom discussion or debate,
questions can influence behaviors, attitudes and appreciations
of students. Qugstions can effectivelybe usedto controltalkative
students from one'end or draw silence stud€nts into the
discussion on the other, to move ideas &om the abstract to the
concrete, to acknowledge good points made previously, or to
elicit a sumfirary. When practiced arffirlly, questioniug calnplay
a central role in the development of students' intellectual
abilities.

Questions are crucial to learniag. Questions not only elicit
responses, they also provoke furthq questions. The askiag of
question is one of thebasic wa5n by which the teachers stimulate
student learning. Asking, working with and answering questions
Ne attheheart of facilitating learning. Much teaching does not
work because it consism of ansrvering questions, which the
learners have not asked.

Helping them to leara to ask good questions for themselves
will help themto continue to learn. Questions, which are used to
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achieve well-defined educational objectives, help emphasize the
process of learning. Questions are hindrance to student learning
when poorly employedby the teacher.

Levels and Tlpes of Questions

Different types of questions have their respective and

appropriate uses. Questions need to be framed with a view to
their purpose. On the other hand, it should be appropriate to the

learnels level of knowledge. The teachers should have the
perception to select the appropriate types of questions when they
are teaching. The types of questions and mannff in which
questions are asked have a dtrect impact of the effbctiveness of
the questioning.

Given the important role of questions in teaching and

lsarning, the educational psychologist Beujamin Bloom
developed Bloom's Taxonomy in 1956. This taxonomy of
Cognitive Domain, a classification system forcognitive abilities
andeducational objecrives canhe used as a method for collecting
evidence about our own questioning strategies. It canbe used as

a framework 1s analyze the questioning strategies. Siace its
inception, Bloom's Taxonouny has influenced eurrietrlum
developmenL the mnstruction of test questions and our
understandiog of learning outcomes. It has helped teachers to
match the questions they ask withthe type of thinking skills they
are trying to develo,p, andto otherwise formulate or clarifr their
irstructional objectives.

Lo*er l*vel and fligher Level Qtestiotts

Bloom grouped these behaviors into six categories that
ascend in their level of complexity from: (1) Knowledge, (2)

Compreheasion, and (3) Applicatior at the lowerlevels to: (4)

Analysis, (5) Synthesis, and (6) Evaluation at the higher levels.
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These categories provide a framework for classiffing
questions that prompt students to engage in these different
thinking behaviors, and thus a tooi ior reflecting on our own
questioning strategies used in teaching.

Advanced planning of the teacher is required if this

educational objectives to be suecessful. Key questions have to be
planaed in order to provide strucftrre and direction for the

students. It is necessary to decide in advance the concept upon
which the questions will be based and the purpose of each

questions should pefiaifrto material, which is fundamental to
the eoncepts or principles being thought. It is an important to
deterrnine what levei of educational objectives to be achieved

and where io the teaching the questrons wiii be asked before
formulating the actual questions. The teacher must be aware of
the types of questions whictr can be posed, the cognitive level to
which they relates, and when to use each types of questions for
the success of this process.

Lower level cognitive questions evaluate studeat knowledge
and comprehension through review and summarization
tecbniques andthus give a good feedback on studeff learning'
High-level cognitive questions encourage cTitical thinking,
problem solving and stimulate student to assume greater

responsibility for seeking information on their ourn. While it is
importaot to utilized questions of all cognitive levels, the grater
proportion of questions should aim to develop the cognitive
skills of application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

Factuat recall questions require specific information and

may be used to test mastery of basic information and to
construct a discussion. At the simplest level this kind of
questions is often associated with such word as deflnq recall,
write, repeat, record,list, identiff, measure etc. Comprehension
questions require the student to demonstrate underetanding in
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addition to mere recall. They are often associated with such
word as restate, discuss, recognize, explain, express, identiff,
locate, repolt, review, justiff etc.

Application questions require the use of the concepf or
principle rn a cootefi difFerent from that in which it was learnt. It
is often associated with such words as translate, interpret, apply,
demonstrate, illustrate, employ. Analysis question determine
whether ideas are similar or dissimilar, unrelated or
contradictory. Distinguish, analysis, differentiate, appraise,
calcuiate, experiment, test, compare, contrast, cittcue, inspect,
debatg question, relate, solve, examine are the most commonly
used words in this level.

Synthesis questions put ideas together in a new way to
formulate hypotheses, plau courses of action, and design
experimen8. It is often associated with such word as composq
plan, proposq design, formulate, arrange, assemblg coflsffuct,
create, design, setup and organize, Evaluation question requires
judgmenb, value or choice based on compariag of ideas or
objecB to establish standards. Students must u$e specific criteria
to assess situations or to justify previous responses. It is often
associated with such words as judge, appraise, evaluate, ratg
compare, valug revisg score, select, choose, asses$, estimate,
measurqcriticizg etc.

Lower level questions are the questions, urhich test the
knorrledge, comprehension and simple applicatioa levels of the
taxonomy. Usually, lower level questions appropriate for
evaluating students' preparation and comprehensioo,
diagnosing students' strengths and weakaeseq reviewing and
summarizing coiltent. Higher-level questions are those
requiring complex application, analysis, syathesis and
evaluation skills. Questions at higher levels of the taxonomy ale
usually most appropriate for encouraging studeots to think
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more deeply and critically, Problem soiYlng, encouraging

discussion and stimulating students to seek information on their

own.

Iy'pically, the teacher has to change the level of questions

even within the single class period. For example, if the students

give inadequate or incorrect answers for the high leve1 questions,

teacher might move to questions at a lower level of the taxonomy

to check whether studeut know and understand material. If
student cannot answer ftose questioas, the teachers might have

to change their teachurg strategy. If student can answer lower

level quistions, the teachcr must choose a teaching strategy with
more complex h:gher-leve1 questions.

The taxonomy of educatlonal objectives is introduced as a

tool, which is helpful for defining the kind of thinking skills

teacher expect from sfudents and for helping to make agreement

between the teachers' goals and the questions they ask"

Open and Closed Questions

Open question possesses the characteristic of stimuiating
student participation rn the learning process. They may have

more than one acceptable answer, many of them, which are not

anticipated by the teacher. It can be used to stimulate diflferent

thinking and generate a variety of responses to challenge student

to consider other options or to formulate alternative hypotheses.

Before startrng a topic, open question can be used to check

the pre knowledge and views of the students. Towards the end of
the iiass, open questions might be useful for directing sfudent to

thrxk furth;r on topic or subject. They tend to start with words

such as how, why, when, whete, what, who andwhich.
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A closed question has a limited number of acceptable
answers, most of which will usually be aaticipated by the
teacher. These can be used to test fbr specific iflowiedge of facts.
At the beginning of the class, a specific closed question maybe
less effective and may iess encourage responses from sfudents.
Closed questions may be more effective to courage the shy or less

able studeats. A closed questions can be recognieed easily
because it usually starts with words such as do, is, can, could,
will, would, shall and should. Both open and closed questions
may be at any level of the taxo

Skills inQuestioning

Questioning is one of the essential skills for any good
teacher. Skill in asking questions depends otr an awaf,eness of the
purposg the direction of questions andthe abilityto usea variety
of question to suit different purposes and to make different
demand. Most teachers rhink the questioning is so simple and
easy that atryo[e can do it right. Howerrer, the teacher must be
skilled questioaer.to be effeCIive. Questions have to be asked
strategically and devised carefully. Effective questioaiag skills
can be learned but the teacher must make the mmmitment to
develop aud practice tlese skills. In additioru the attitudes,
behavior and interpersonal skills of the teaeher will determine
the zuccess of tbese techniques as with otherinteractivelearuing
strategies.

PlamingSki[s

Well planned, organized in a logical sequence questioos play
an importantrole in teaching. Teachers have to decide theirgoals
and objectives for asking questiotrs. It will help them to
determine whatlevel of questious theywill ask-
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one good sffategy is to start with convergent questions and then
continue with divergent questions. Be sufe the questron is clear
in your own mind. Thinls through what you want from the
student before you ask the questions. It is importani to ensure
that the questions are specific in nature, well phrased and
concise. The task must be clear to the students. Select the content
forquestioning.

Choose material, which you consider important. Student
will study and learn based on the questions you ask. Ask
questions, which require an enteoded response or at least content
answer. Teacher should plan to ask only one question at a time.
Multiple part questiors {run on quesdons) are confusing aad are
likely to result in student misunderstanding. "Yes" or "No"
questions eneourage students to respond without fuIly
understanding or fhinking through rhe issue. Closed questions
shouldbe followedby other questions to determine the thinking
process of the student.

When planning your questions try to anticipate possible
student responses. They will help in your planning by forcing
you to consider whetherphrasing is accuratg whether question
focus on the goal you have in mind, and whether you have
enough flexibility to allow students to express ideas in their own
words. Until you are quite skilled at elassroom questioning, you
should write your main questions in advance. Arrange your list
in some logical sequence. However, there should be some
flexibility in the questioning and its presentation.

Aayway, having a prepared list of questions will help to
assure that you ask questions aryprapiate for your goals and
representative of the important material.
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Interactive Skills

Effective use of communication skills by both teachers and

students is more positive to the development of positive

interaction in the classroom . In order to do this, student should

feel free to ask questions and answer questiors, they should not

feel threatenedby giving an incorrect response, Physical setting,

teacher attitudes, creating an accepting atmosphere, wait time

after asking questions, effective use of probing and answeringto 
^

students' quistions are the some of the main componetrts of
successful interaction, and are enplored in brief.

Phvcirel Setfins

The teachers need to be aware of the setting of the room in
which they teach. Make sure everyone hears the question when
you ask a questioa alrd studenB can bear the questions aad

ail.swer when other student ask and answer questions. Repeat it
if necessary but don't make a habit of simply repeating eYery

question. If you teach in a large lecture hall and waat to
encourage participation, it is god idea to move students close to

eactr other and closed to the front of the room' However, it
depends on the seating stuctilre and availability of the ot{er
faiitities. Teacher can facilitate interaction in a small group by

arranging students ia a circle so that they face each other.

Attitudes of the Teaeher

Be aware of how your behavior and coflrments can set the

tore for questioning. Studeats quickly perceive behaviors of the

teacher, wUictt are-inconsistent witl, or regate an interactive

learning process. The studeat must feel fue to ask and arrswer

questions withoutthe fear of an adverse respouse €ven he or she

provides an iacorrect response. Teacher should not give the

negative ans\ryers. If the teacher provides the negative answers,
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students discourage to ask the further questions_ Generally the
teacher should listen to the student, encourage them to continue.

Creating an Accepting Atmosphere

Ask questions of the entire class and try to encourage all
students to participate. The advantage of calling on only
volunteer is that it may be less tlreatening. Disadvantages of
calling on only volunteer are that a small number of students will
Be answering all your questions. There are some arguments on
calling students by their names. When calling student by names,
this avoids confusion as to \ryho was called upon. It helps to
create a positive climate where studenB feel you know them as
individuals, Anyway, it is possible to call specific student by
name in a non-fhreatening manner by speaking in a tone of
voice, which is friendly. Use positive noaverbal cues while
calling on the person, smiling with eye contact. If student is
incorrect or cannot respond, accept him without insulting him.
Do not pause too long times between response and nomination,
if the student cannot respond.

In ords to encourage non-parricipants, call on speciflc
students to answer questions. When you call on a student before
the questioa is asked, every other student is free to ignore the
question. Avoid looking down at rotes after askiag a question.
You should be looking for volurrteers aud noting confusion or
undestanding of students. Your non-verbal reac{ions should
complement your verbal respoff es.

After starting the question, pause while everybody has a
chance to think of an answer, and then direct it to someone at
random to response. Beware of the student who dominates in
the class by asking or answering all the questioos.
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Try to encourage other students to respond by suggesting
others volunteff or by calling on non-volunteers. Give stndent
an opporrunity to ask questions. Sometimes students so
confused they cannot even formulate a question. In addition,
many students will not pafircipate because they do not want to
6aks mistakes in front of their peerc. Avoid asking all of your
questions at the end of the session, ff a student was lost at the
beginning, heorshe has missedan entire sessionbythe time you
have asked a question. Students may also be less willing to
answer at the end of the session, as they are getting ready to
leave.

WaitTime

A mmmon problem that occurs when questioning students
is the lack of timp provided to them in order that they may
collect thek thoughe and responds. That is ealled wait time
This is tle one factor, which have powerful ef;flect on student
participation. Research on questioning and information
processing indicate that student need at least 03 seconds to
comprehend a question, consider the available information,
formula.te the ansrrer audbegiu to respond. Some findings says
teachers should provide a wait rime of at least 10 to 20 secoads
after ary questior, before any student is called on to answer it.
Anyway, the same reseaf,ch revealed that the avetage wait timg
when the teacher waits at all aftw a question is less thas a
second.

On the other hand, too much wait time caa also be
detrimeatal to student interaction. Experts say tlat students
perceive waiting more tran 20-34 secoads as.puaishing, When
no one seems to be able to ans?ver a question, more wait time
will rot aecessarily solve the problem. The amount of wait time
depends ou the types of questiotr posed and students'
charaeteristics such as familiarity with content and past
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experience. Generally lower level questions require less wait
time, only three seconds. High-level questions may require five
seconds ormore.

Effective Use of Probing

Effective use of probing is one of the most important
questioning skills. If some students do not provide a complete
answer, he or she knows a partial answer. In sorne cases, teachers
need to have broken down the question into simple questions.
Probing is the use of further questions to force the student to put
together his or her partial knowledge into a more complete
answer. Probing often involves the use of follow on or leading
Questions to help the student answer the initial question or to
provide a more complete answer. Probing means going deeper, it
can sometimes be painful to both the students and the teacher. It
requires patience on the part of the teacher.

Answering To Students Qnestions

Answering to the student questions is another questioning
skill. There are two main types of responses to students'
questions: answerthe questions, andhelpthe students to answer
the question for them. Ia answering the question, the teacher has
to decide in how much detail to answer. A good first step is to
checkthatyou have understood the question. Once you have the
question clear, try a short, direct answer and then check whether
this does it for the questioner. If it does not, you should check
how many other people have this question now, before you
launch into a longer answer. Anyway, when you answering,
maintain eye contact with the student. Use nonverbal gesture to
indicate your understanding, confusion or support using head
noddi*g, facial expression, hand gestures that signal the student
tocontinue.
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On certain occasions teacircr may decide to postpone
ansr,vering a queslion, ivhern they are very short of time,
especialiy if the ansu,er is complex or when thc material wil1be
covered in an upcoming session, or when the ansrver rs of
irrterest to only a few students. When the material is covered
later, cail it to the student's attention: "here is the answer to the
question you askcd before." If the answer rvill not be covered
during the course, the best way is to answer it after the class or
make an appointment to get together with the student sometime.
As rvell as giving an answer, also tell the questioner where they
find mcre information. By doing this you very ciearly
communicate to all of the students your rvillingness to uy to
a,nswcr ther qrrestions Generallv. vou should ans\l,er more'l' '- --'j: -'--'

questions than you postpone or you are 1ikel_v to find the students
asking fcw'cr and fewer questions.

Teacher has responsibiliry to discourage inappropriate
questions. Usually studen8 ask questions because they wish to
learn, but sometimes student will ask a question to sideffack the
class, to get attention, or even to e mbaffass the teacher. Handling
such questions presents a dilemma. If you treat thern like other
questions, you may encourage the student to ask more of the
same, but if you turn that sludent down abruptly, you may
discourage not orily that stur1i:nt but also the rest of the class
from asking any krnd of que:ition. In reacting, it is probably best
to indicate tactfully tliat fhe question is inappropriate. Teacher
can ask: "any questions t::l r.-.rut the material we covered?"

Other thing is you have to acknowledge when you do not
know an answer. If you do nct knorv the answer to a student's
question, you say so. Although one of the roles of a teacher is
that of "expert" and "information source," admitting that you do
not know the answer to a question will probably not damagethe
students'confidence in you. In fad, givrng the students clues
about how certain you are of your answers is likely to increase
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Lherr confidence in you. On the other hand, if you try to fake it,
there is a good chance the students will find you out ancl vour
crcdibilrty will be seriously damaged. Unless the questron is
tangential io the objectives of the course, we recrommcnd that
you assume responsibility after findtng the answer to questions
you do not know and report to the entire class.

In not answering the question, you will have met this favorite
tcacher's trick: "that is a really interesturg question!" What do
you think? What do thc others think?" Reflecting the question
back to the questioner carries a number of messages. It suggest
that questionrng is an important part of learning. It suggests that
learning can be a collaborative one. Answering the question
conveys information and meets the sfudents' immediate
expressed need. Not answering the question help the students to
reflect on and extend their current understanding.

A11 these suggest that questing is an effective way of
interaction and turns the teaching into two way process. It
relieves pressure ancl strain of class room activity of both teacher
and leaner. Questioning time can becomes a iecrure break or
time to stretch. Appropnate question posed at the correct time is
an effective way of rntbrmal feed back. However, effective
questioning is an art that is essentially mastered by every good
teacher.
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